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But Gaia, the god of earth and mountains, and Owen, the god of bronze and fire beside
him, the two titled powerhouses moved.

The body is like a phantom, and the walk is like a stream of light.

Under the joint efforts of the two, with a few random moves, they actually suppressed
the twelve dragon-level internal guards that the Chu family was proud of. They only had
the power to parry, but there was no power to fight back.

The scene before him was undoubtedly surprising to the old Chu family just now.

“I Chu family within twelve grade Long Wei, Wu Daozong are each division of the
territory.”

“And the offensive and defensive one, with almost seamless.”

“The fact that I teach Chu family of powerful martial occult.”

“Together the Next, he is the titled master, and he is absolutely unstoppable.”

“But now, they are suppressed by these two people?” The

Chu family senior, his face instantly darkened.

At this time, they finally felt a bit of pressure.

“Raising a tiger is a problem~”

“Raising a tiger is a problem…”

“I didn’t expect that the abandoned son who was like a bereavement dog would have
such a climate in just ten years?”

“I knew today, I shouldn’t be benevolent in waiting.”

” Just let the fifth brother kill their mother and child.” When the



Chu family became solemn, regrets suddenly felt in their hearts.

Regret for letting go of their mother and son.

Now, this Brian Chuclimate has been achieved, and it seems that if their Chu family
doesn’t change their true skills, they are afraid that they can’t help this abandoned son.

“Zhengliang.”

“Go and invite the two elders Xuan Ming.”

“Otherwise, today Tianqi’s wedding banquet, I’m afraid it really won’t go on.”

The Chu family elder named Chu Shen walked up to Chu Zhengliang and said in a low
voice. With.

This is the same time, Truman big elders came over and asked to Chuzheng Liang: “?
Chu master of the house, we need you to intervene Truman”

If ordinary people, so now Truman row in the mountains, as Truman large The elders
had already ordered the powerful Chumen to go and arrest them.

But now, the situation is a bit special.

Because this young man seems to have a blood relationship with the Chu family.

Can’t make it right, this is Chu family’s family affair.

If there were no words from the Chu family, even if he was the elder of the Chu family,
he would not be embarrassed to intervene in the Chu family’s affairs.

Truman faced elders asked, looking gloomy Chuzheng Liang shook his head:. “Do not
have the”

. “This is a small matter, but also to Truman to intervene if we are not afraid to let the
world Chu family joke.”

“Since we Chu The family affairs, our Chu family, will resolve it.”

After speaking, Chu Zhengliang walked straight out of the crowd.

As the Patriarch of the Chu Family, his actions naturally draw everyone’s attention.

Soon, Chu Zhengliang arrived in front of Mark.

“Stop!”



” Go ahead, don’t blame me for waiting.”

Su Muqiu, the god of glaciers and waters, saw Chu Zhengliang approaching, and he
immediately warned with fear in his eyes.

Chuzheng Liang Su Muqiu looked at, chuckle loudly: “actually did not expect summer
generation Zhu Guo, Wu Temple generation titles, there was also willing to play for me
at the Chu family man a sacrifice, willing to pigs and dogs??”

“Look Come to my big nephew, there must be an unknown charm.”

Chu Zhengliang smiled faintly, and the words were full of irony.

At this time, the fight between Gaia and the twelve powerhouses of Trumen continued.

The sound of fists and feet clashing, like thunder, is endless.

However, these fierce battles are as if they had nothing to do with Chu Zhengliang.

He looked calm, as if the superior was looking down on his subjects and the young man
in front of him: “Chu Tianfan, to be honest, I really surprise and surprise me.”

“If your father is here, you can see his son so promising. , I believe he should be proud.”

“However, based on this, I want to avenge my Chu Family.”

“Sorry, it’s still not enough.”

Chu Zhengliang shook his head and looked at Mark with contempt.

Boom~

After saying this, Chu Zhengliang’s expression suddenly became cold, and his arms
under his sleeves suddenly shot out.

Bang bang ~

two bursts in succession, like Ruwa kettle thunder.
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Gaia and Owen, who were still in the battle, were instantly hit by Chu Zhengliang’s palm.

This sudden attack undoubtedly caught the two people caught off guard.



The remaining twelve dragon-level inner guards also seized the opportunity and then
gave Gaia another blow.

The original suppression situation reversed instantly.

Gaia and Owen were immediately shocked and flew out, stepping back dozens of steps
on the ground, not knowing how many tables and chairs were broken along the way.

With one blow, Chu Zhengliang directly defeated the two titles.

Strong strength, but shocked everyone around.

“What a terrible strength.”

“With just one blow, the two titles were directly beaten back?”

“Although the attack was sudden, the two Owens were caught off guard. But it was also
Chu Zhengliang’s casual blow.

” At the tip of the iceberg, there is such a trend.”

“If Chu Zhengliang made an all-out effort, how terrible would it be?”

“As expected to be the master of the Chu family, it is really unfathomable!”

When Chu Zhengliang made the move, the nations under the palace The martial arts
leader, but his pupils all shrank.

Obviously, they were all surprised by Chu Zhengliang’s strength.

After all, for so many years, although Truman has always ruled the global martial arts.

But few people have seen the Chu Family Patriarch take action.

It’s rare to see today, and everyone naturally pays great attention to it.

Some people are even secretly assessing how long they can hold on to Chu Zhengliang
if they are against Chu Zhengliang?

And just after Chu Zhengliang showed his majesty and retreated the two titled
powerhouses in one fell swoop, Su Muqiu and Cecil beside Mark had a cold eye, and
they immediately walked out from behind Mark, they were about to take action, but
immediately Mark stopped him.

Mark walked out with a chuckle at the corner of his mouth: “Enough is not enough, not
just a sentence from your Chu Zhengliang. Naturally, you can see the difference after
the fight.”



“Okay!” Chu Zhengliang smiled openly, “In that case, then I, Chu Zhengliang, will
accompany you in the battle.”

“Don’t worry, I will not use the power of the Chu family, nor will I use the power of the
Chumen.”

“I am the only one, and I will fight you in an upright battle!”

“So, I won’t let the people of the world say that I’m the Chu family. I use more to bully the
less, and to suppress others.”

“However, after you lose, I hope you will be a little conscious, so that you will still have
your subordinates, self-determination, and avoid getting dirty. It was the hands of my
Chu family.”

“My nephew, I don’t know this suggestion, can you agree?”

Chu Zhengliang stood on a high place, looking down at the boy in front of him, smiling
faintly.

“No, Dad.”

“This man is humble and contemptuous. Where is it worth your own personal action ?”

“You are too

embarrassing to plant this evil, right?” Chu Zhengliang just said this, and Mark hasn’t
waited for Mark to answer, but Chu Qitian was straightforward. Objected.

The rest of the Chu family also agreed.

“Yeah~”

“Patriarch.”

“A yellow-mouthed kid, where is it worth my Chu Patriarch’s personal action?”

“It hurts your reputation.”

Everyone in the Chu family opposed it.

In the eyes of these people, like this kind of bastard, the status is extremely low. If Chu
Zhengliang competed with him personally, it would undoubtedly be an insult to the entire
family.

Chu Zhengliang waved his hand and comforted: “Although he is an abandoned son of
my Chu family, but now he can be followed by a number of powerful titles. Based on this
alone, he is qualified to do it with me.”



” Yes ~” Chu Qi Tian wanted to say something, but was interrupted directly by Chu
Zhengliang.

“Well, if you still want to continue the wedding with An Qi, just watch it.”

“For my father today, I will offer you a big gift for your wedding.”

Chu Zhengliang chuckled lightly, staring proudly. With a kind of lofty contempt, it fell on
Mark again.

“How are

you thinking about it?” “You and I will

determine the universe in a battle.” “Do you dare to take this battle?” Chu Zhengliang
asked again.

“Why don’t you dare?” Facing the majesty of the Chu Family Patriarch, Mark’s
expression was calm, but he was not afraid of not changing his face.

“However, what if you lose?”

Mark asked back.
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